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Eyeheight (www.eyeheight.com) produces a wide range of television production equipment and interface systems which 
are used by broadcasters, programmme makers and post facilities throughout the world. The company was established in 
London in July 1992, initially manufacturing and supplying digital video serialisers and deserialisers to the post production 
industry. Eyeheight Limited was incorporated in September 1993 and soon developed into a major supplier of serial 
digital video and digital audio systems to the international broadcast and post production industry. From its base in 
Watford, northwest of London, the company supports broadcasters  in many countries. The following are examples of 
recent contracts: 

CIS 
Moscow-based Matrix Engineering Group chose an Eyeheight irisLite eight-input SDI vision mixer for installation in an 
outside broadcast vehicle. Selected for its compact size and high versatility, irisLite is being used for a variety of mobile 
production applications in and around the Russian capital. Vladimir Migin, senior video technology specialist at Matrix 
Engineering: "We chose irisLite following a careful comparison of currently-available vision mixers. Its combination of 
crosspoints controllable by a programme/preset pushbutton panel with T-bar vision mix/wipe is ideal for fast and efficient 
operation." An 8-input/4-output version of Eyeheight's standard 12/4 iris, irisLite is configured for use in compact post-
production suites, outside broadcast and mobile production vehicles or wherever space is at a premium. It performs full 
10 bit mixing with programmable mix times and automatic or manual transitions. Integral features include a wipe, edge 
and matte generator with user-adjustable edges.  

Finland 
Two Eyeheight irisLite 8-input four-output vision mixers are being used by Finland's state broadcaster, YLE, for studio-
based and OB production. Both are deployed in three-camera systems, originating drama programmes for YLE-1. The 
irisLites were selected for their exceptional ease of operation and were supplied by Eyeheight's Finnish reseller, TV 
Tools. Ismo Torkko, technical manager at TV Tools, explains: "YLE sets extremely high standards, both for the technical 
quality of its productions and for the ergonomic efficiency of its studios. irisLite's compact control panel is much more 
suitable for a busy drama studio than the broad arrays of pushbuttons found on old-fashioned switching desks. The menu 
structure within irisLite enables subsidiary functions to be performed quickly and easily, as well as real-time cut and 
crossfade operations. irisLite's benefits are even more relevant to OB origination where compact equipment enables 
significant weight savings as well as space efficiency."  

Germany 
State broadcaster WDR purchased Eyeheight vista vision mixers for installation at its headquarters in Cologne. Five 
vistas are now operational, configurable for parallel or cascaded applications. The vistas were supplied by Logic Media 
Solutions GmbH, Eyeheight's exclusive German reseller. Bernd Poth of Logic Media Solutions explains: "The operational 
and engineering staff at WDR were impressed by vista's exceptional combination of versatility and compactness. 
Eyeheight's geNETics modular building-block system enables up to six vista systems to be housed in 1U. vista is easy to 
use, easy to reconfigure, and brings the added benefit of interfacing readily into existing station automation."  

Italy 
E-TV, The Technology Channel, chose Eyeheight's LK-2 logo inserter as the basis of its on-screen branding. Installed in 
the master control apparatus room at E-TV's Milan headquarters, the LK-2 enables E-TV to capture and store on flash-
RAM up to eight 10-bit static logo images. Further south, Jetix Europe invested in Eyeheight's playout master control 
system for the Rome-based studio of its Italian-language children's television channel. Formerly known as Fox-Kid 
Channel, Jetix Europe transmits by satellite and cable to 16 national regions. The Italian channel opted for an Eyeheight 
playout A/B mix unit with a T-bar controller and two DK-3 modules. Each DK-3 provides background, fill and key inputs 
wipe, matte and garbage-matte generation, independent main and preview keyers and EDH reinsertion for the main 
output.  
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Netherlands 
Dutch broadcaster RTV Nord Holland chose Eyeheight's playout modular master control switching system for installation 
at its studios in Amsterdam. The playout was purchased via Broadcast Technical Projects bv, a jointly-owned subsidiary 
of Gerrit de Jonge and NOB. RTV Nord Holland's head of television services Wiljam Pongers: "We broadcast a full 24 
hours per day including on average 60 to 90 minutes of locally originated content. Located in our continuity suite, 
Eyeheight's playout enables us to break into the transmission playlist without interrupting the studio gallery. The playout 
system has proved very reliable. Its control menu enables routine transmission operations to be performed quickly, with 
more detailed levels of functionality easily accessible when required. playout's compactness is also major benefit."  

Nigeria 
Eyeheight irisOB vision mixers were selected for installation into a fleet of eight satellite newsgathering vehicles. Built for 
JVC Professional by Leeds-based OB system specialist E2E, the vehicles have been used for television production 
projects in Nigeria. Three cameras, three VTRs and supporting graphics equipment are incorporated in each vehicle, 
providing a self-contained origination, postproduction and transmission resource.  An ultra-compact vision mixer 
optimised for use in outside broadcast vehicles, irisOB is a full 10-bit system comprising an 8- input/4-output 
programme/preview pushbutton channel selector, mix/wipe T-bar and 1U rack-mountable processor. In addition to normal 
manual control, irisOB can be preset for automatic transitions.  

Poland 
The Telewizja Polsat television networks recently chose Eyeheight playout master control switchers as part of a major 
expansion of its programme output. Three playouts have been installed at the Polsat headquarters in Warsaw. The 
contract was negotiated by broadcast equipment reseller TESS Poland Sp. z.o.o.  "Telewizja Polsat were looking for a 
reliable and efficient system to handle master control on each of its three new channels," comments Pawel Oleksinski, 
engineering manager at TESS. "Eyeheight's playout is being used to control presentation switching on Polsat Sport. The 
second system operates in the same role on Polsat Sport Extra and the third is being used for master control on Polsat 2 
which is accessible via satellite to audiences in Poland and the USA. Being a modular system, playout was easy to 
configure to Polsat's exact requirements and retains the option of easy future expansion."  

UK 
Eyeheight playout master control systems are in use at Broadcast Centre in White City, West London, the new 
headquarters for BBC Broadcast (recently named Red Bee Media). The equipment is  used to control and monitor playout 
of BBC Worldwide and BBC interactive channels. To ensure frame-accurate control, BBC Broadcast specifically 
stipulated embedded audio lead/lag and automation command stacking for this project. The Eyeheight playout master 
control system satisfies both these key requirements. 
 
Further north, Manchester United Television chose Eyeheight's playout modular transmission switcher for installation in 
its new master control room at the Old Trafford football ground, Manchester. The system selected was a 12 channel 
switcher with SQ-2E 2D squeezback, BA-2 animated logo generator, AM-2E voiceover mixer with motorised audio faders, 
AU-1 automation interface and auxiliary power supply unit. The new system gives the channel far great control over its 
output, combining automation with the ability to take hands-on control when a major story breaks. Colin Renwick, chief 
engineer at Manchester United Television: "Eyeheight's playout is such good value for money that its choice was a no-
brainer. It will enable us to develop our on-screen style as we position the channel to carry on-screen text feedback from 
Manchester United supporters. The switcher can be used manually or under automated control from a Pharos Playtime 
play-to-air system." 
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USA 
Eyeheight's SQ-500 digital aspect ratio converter is taking Hollywood by storm as television audiences in the USA 
migrate increasingly from 4:3 to 16:9 widescreen viewing. Stan Cassio, engineering manager of New Edit Inc, reports that 
no less than three of America's most popular television shows use the SQ-500 to ensure that their programmes are fully 
compatible for viewers watching on standard and widescreen receivers. 'Six Feet Under', 'Smallville' and 'The OC' all rely 
on the SQ-500 which allows 4:3 pictures to be converted quickly and reliably between 16:9, 15:9 and 14:9 letterbox, 4:3 
full frame and 2.35 or 1.85 anamorphic formats. Stan adds that the majority of clients ordering postproduction equipment 
from New Edit Inc ask specifically for the SQ-500.  

Expandable future-proof broadcast systems 
Eyeheight equipment can be used standalone or integrated into systems of practically unlimited size with an easy 
modular upgrade path into HD. Recent additions to the product range include: 
 
logoEyesHDi HDTV logo generator: LogoEyesHDi dramatically reduces the complexity and cost of television channel 
branding. Up to two modules can be accommodated in a 1 U chassis, enabling a full-scale multichannel system to be 
created quickly and easily with practically unlimited expansion capability. The user interface allows still and animated HD 
program channel idents to be prepared rapidly from industry-standard TARGA files. Up to 64 channels can be managed 
from a local or remote PC or under the control of broadcast station automation. Each module incorporates non-volatile 
RAM storage, sufficient for multiple logos. 
 
legalHHPi HDTV Y/C legaliser: Eyeheight has expanded the capabilities of its legalEyesHDi legaliser with the addition of 
digital composite signal handling. The enhanced version features separate settings for luma and chroma limits in HDTV, 
including vector and total video level. Tailored for independent program-makers and editors working for the broadcast 
market, legalHHPi enables signal levels to be kept within legal limits to prevent over-saturation which in turn could cause 
colour errors or transmitter overload. Levels can be evaluated on a continuous basis and instantaneously corrected. All 
controls are easily accessible from the front panel. 
 
canalettoMDi multi-def colour corrector: canalettoMDi is a high-quality multi-def digital colour corrector for 1920 pixel x 
1080 line television signal formats. Input and output are both to 1.5 gigabit/s HD-SDI SMPTE-274 with SDI auto-sensing. 
Each R, G and B channel has individually controllable gain, lift and gamma. Overall adjustment of luma, chroma gain and 
black level is also provided together with overall hue correction. An integral legaliser with automatic luma overshoot 
suppression and undershoot control ensures that canalettoMDi's output conforms fully to user-specific presets. 
 
keyEyesMDi multi-def downstream linear keyer: A high-definition downstream linear keyer with background, fill and key 
inputs, keyEyesMDi incorporates all the facilities required for generating HD matte overlays. Fill and key inputs with 
adjustable horizontal timing are provided. Other production features include matte generators, wipe, independent main 
and preview keyers, and EDH re-insertion for the main output. An integral GPI interface card provides key on/off plus six 
user-definable control sequences. keyEyesMDi is housed in a compact 1 U chassis designed for local, remote or 
automated control. Equipped for easy HD-SDI connectivity, it incorporates programme and preview outputs. 

The multi-definition future 
Programme originators, postproduction facilities and broadcasters in Europe, India and South East Asia are now following 
the US lead in introducing HD services. The transition will not be a straight switch from SD to HD but an expansion into 
multi-definition, meeting the demands of internet-based broadcasting as well as terrestrial and satellite-based 525i, 625i, 
720p and 1080i. The total market will be enormous. Customer feedback at NAB, IBC and InterBEE this year left us in no 
doubt that multi-definition will be a standard requirement throughout the television production business for the rest of this 
decade and probably well beyond. 
 


